Sunshine Beach High Year 10 Newsletter - Week 8, Term 2 2017

Deputy Principal Report
Dear Parents / Carers
Thank you to all Parents and students who were able to attend the
Subject selection expo. I hope this has given an insight into semester
2 Preparatory subjects and the processes and systems for Yr. 11 and
12.
Subject selections for Semester 2 are now closed and the
organisation and reviewing of choices will occur prior to the end of
term.
The Year 10 consent forms for the Meningococcal Immunisation are due Monday, 12th June.
Additional forms have been requested.

What’s happening in English?
Students will receive feedback from their English teachers on their rough drafts for their Novel Seminar scripts
early in week 8. After completing their script and creating a digital visual aid, Students must deliver their seminars
either in person in front of the class, or as a pre-recorded presentation (using a camera or laptop) in week 9
beginning on Wednesday 14th June.

What’s happening in The Arts?
Drama
The time has come for the wonderfully creative year 10 drama students, to demonstrate their skills in commedia
dell’arte. They are finalising their written component of their forming task, as well as preparing for their practical
improvisations in week 9. Mrs. Hull (student teacher) has been creating some wonderfully engaging lessons that
students have used to further develop their skills of improvisation. We are both looking forward to seeing their final
products this week and next.

Dance
Students are progressing well with their class contemporary piece. They have been working closely with Mrs Hull
on this and are focusing on small group choreography and partner work which will be part of their assessment for

performance. This will be performed in Week 9 this term. The students are producing some really lovely work. This
piece will be performed at Dance Night which will be held in October in the Performing Arts Block. Keep up the
wonderful work Year 10’s

Music
Students have now completed the drafts of both assessment tasks for their jazz unit – a blues composition and an
analysis and evaluation essay. The finals of these will be due next week (week 9). This week the students will
round out the term’s work by completing a progress test for their third grade AMEB theory studies. The progress
test will cover chapters 1-8 and 16. In the latter part of this unit the students have been working with our student
teacher, Mr Puttergill, who has been assisting them in developing their blues pieces and their essays.

What's happening in Languages?
Finalised and submitted their Special Itinerary assignment, the Year 10 students are about to use the language
descriptors and linguistic structures to improve their communication skills in Italian. Time will be allocated for a
thorough preparation of a realistic dialogue where Mr Geromet will be acting as a tourist and each student will be a
tour operator in a travel agency. That buzz and those butterflies in the stomach before a Speaking test will be a
great trial for future dialogues in this language within other real contexts… and that inner satisfaction in
understanding and communicating in another language!
Overdue pics: The prosciutto party and the Italian crew at the Subject Selection Night

What’s happening in Technology?
Food Studies
Last week was very busy with all students working well on their Chinese Banquet task and doing a trial run of their
regional food item. This week the practical lesson for Friday 9th June will be Turkish Pied or Moroccan Chicken as

we finish our last topic in ‘Taste the World’. As a class we will also decide the finishing touches for the Chinese
banquet next week Friday 16th June.
Students will have three main tasks to do this week:
- Work on their written assignment for Chinese Banquet including costing, marketing and evaluation;
- Complete any weekly practical evaluations;
- Organise their ingredients for Moroccan or Turkish practical on Friday or notify Ms Waring Thursday if needing
assistance with ingredients.
Please remember the edstudio has many useful resources for students and the link has been emailed to everyone
if needed. Please contact me if you have any queries. kwari1@eq.edu.au

Textiles - Introduction to Fashion
Thank you to those students who came dressed for success in their new handmade outfits for Subject
Information Night. You should be all very proud.
Just a reminder that all students have homework each week to complete.
1. Set activities relating to Elements and Principles of design
2. Fashion Conscious assignment relating to their skirt designs and practical application
3. ‘Wool4school’ competition. Yes ALL students will have homework! Students are now starting to work at their
own levels and the emphasis being on time management. (Preparing them for senior)Please do not hesitate to
contact us if you need further information.
Mrs. Fitzgerald (tfitz23@eq.edu.au) or Mrs.Peeters (dpeet3@eq.edu.au )

Some great 3D representations

What's happening in graphics?
Students are this week working hard to finish their floor plans while working on a living cell analysis with student
teacher Miss Stevenson. Choosing either a bathroom or kitchen as their room analysis, students design and
analyse a single room and all its features. They get the opportunity to out- fit this room with their favourite fixtures
and fittings from the various libraries within the Revit software. This exercise involves a much more in depth look
into what actually happens with movement and individual tastes of the designer.

What's happening in HPE?
Yr 10 HPE classes are now in the final phases of completion of their student workbook. Students need to complete
this book in full prior to sitting the First Aid Written Exam. The written and practical assessment for this subject
involves students responding to scenarios.
Ms Beckinsale has arranged with RLSSA to extend the course enrolment date, so this week is the final week to
enrol in the course https://qld.training.royallifesaving.com.au/login This does not usually happen so students MUST
enrol otherwise they will NOT be able to be certified.
Course ID 464739
Did you know the Treatment for Bites & Stings???

What's happening in Excellence in Surfing?
This week the class travelled to Coolum beach for a change in location and all were stoked! (Mainly because of
how easy it was to get Maccas on the way to school). None the less the surf was super clean and we welcomed
Grant Davis back to the coaching team. The level of surfing in the past month has dramatically improved, our

completion rate and flow on waves is ever increasing. This week the draft for the fitness assignment is due and the
final copy at the end of week 8.
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